
Example essay answers from Essay Writing Service
Through the essay the author communicates his views on a certain subject to the reader. The art of
writing texts in this genre presupposes a refined ability to compare different sources of information,
clearly communicate to the reader their opinion and worldview and consistently substantiate their
point of view. For this it is necessary to think independently in each separate fragment of your work
of the genre of the essay. 
In contrast to the novel or story, the essay does not apply to fiction, so it is successfully used as a
tool for learning. Teachers from American and British institutions of higher education use it for a
weekly assessment of how much the learner has learned the course. The main goal of this exercise
is to learn how to logically build arguments, leading to final conclusions. For the most part, such an
use of essays occurs in the faculties of the humanities. 

USE Essay Writing Service
In our country, the essay came only as a monitoring tool within the USE. Unfortunately, widely
enough essays on the model of Western countries in schools and universities in Russia are taking
root with difficulty. The Soviet past, with its ideological pressure and direct instruction on how to
treat this or that subject, almost completely destroyed the writing of works in the genre of essays in
schools,  replacing  them with  standard  works  that  did  not  teach  the  art  of  thinking at  all.  The
education of today must be based on ensuring that students do not retell the books, but compare
what is written in them and join the discussion of the problem, setting forth their own thoughts. 

The educational portal of the Center for Contemporary Arts conducts the International Creative
Pedagogical Competition "Crystal Star"

The most trained teachers send their creative works in the form of essays 

In order for your competitive work to take the prize, follow our advice, which will make the process
of writing an essay more understandable and enjoyable. After you have chosen the topic of the
essay, try to expand your knowledge on this topic. For this, search the information on the Internet,
read the special literature on the chosen topic Clearly formulate the statements and ideas that you
will cover in the essay. They should not be more than 2-3. Highlight the most basic and vivid idea
and develop it as the main idea of the essay. This will be your thesis the main position that will
allow you to understand why you chose this topic and in what direction you are going to develop it.
A great answer from this essay writing service.
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